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introduction

Thank you for downloading this ebook.  
 
This book will provide you with an
executive overview of the steps required
to get your products selling on Amazon.
 
This guide will help you on your journey
to becoming an Amazon Seller.
 
Please don't hesitate to get in touch, our
services are listed on page 19 for your
reference.
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Seller Central is the name of the online account that
controls all aspects of your interations with Amazon.
A mobile version provides the ability to view sales and
other key performance metrics on the go.

what is seller central

Amazon offers two plan types a Professional plan and
an Individual plan.

*We strongly recommend that all Commercial Businesses choose the
Professional Plan, we will only refer to this in the remainder of the document.

types of account
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Business Name and ABN
Business Address
Email address
Bank Account for payments from Amazon
Charge Method (Debit or Credit Card) for Monthly Fees
and Advertising
Mobile Number
Personal Identification 

To set-up your Amazon Seller Central Account you will
need:
 

 
Note: 
Account verification is completed digitally by Amazon so
to reduce issues and frustration ensure all your
information is consistent. For example, the Bank Account
address should match the registered office address.
 
Amazon has also recently introduced a video interview for
all new accounts so you should expect this to form part of
the process. 
 
Formal seller identification is a positive move by Amazon
as it reduces potential phoenix activity by rogue sellers
and improves overall consumer trust.
 
 
Here is the link to for Amazon 3rd Party Sellers to sign-up
 
 
 

how to set-up a
seller account in
australia
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Amazon fees vary depending on the fulfilment method.
 
Monthly Account Subscription Fee
$49.95 per month ex GST 
 
Referral Fees
Vary by category ranging from 6% to 15% on the total selling price, including
shipping. Note: referral fees apply to all account types and fulfilment options.
 
Fulfilment Fees
These depend on the size/weight of the product .
 
Storage Fees 
These are charged per Cubic Metre per month (Jan - Sep $19.40, Oct - Dec $26.50)
 
Long Term Storage Fee
Punitive rates that discourage sellers from holding slow-moving or overstocking
items, they're charged monthly on items in the warehouse that are over 365 days
old at the greater of $160 per cubic metre or $0.10 per unit.
 
Note: The customer pays for gift wrapping and shipping. Prime customers have
free shipping as part of their Prime subsciption.
 
Other fees
A Seller can choose to have Amazon perform several other activities for them,
including product labelling and preparing products for entry into Amazon FBA
Warehouse. Third-party providers are also available to provide these services and
are often cheaper although it does add extra complexity and time.
 
Fee Estimates
All fees can be estimated using Amazon’s Revenue calculator by finding a similar
product to yours or finding your Product using its barcode if it's already listed on
Amazon FBA.
 
 
 
 
 

how much does it
cost?
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There are three options for managing fulfillment and shipping:
 
 FBA - Fulfilled By Amazon 
This program outsources the storage, packing and shipping to Amazon as well
as management of some elements fo customer service. It also allows products
to be sold to Amazon Prime customers.
 
 FBM - Fulfilled by Merchant
The merchant manages the picking, packing and shipping of products. 
 
 SFP - Seller Fulfilled Prime
This is a hybrid program that gives access to prime while the merchant still
manages all aspects of the fulfilment process. Access to the program involves a
rigourous assessment process by Amazon with a range of metrics required to be
met.

shipping and fulfillment

“When a shopper sees that a product that
is “Shipped By Amazon” they are much more likely to

purchase it than if the item was sold and shipped by a
merchant they have never heard of.

 
The borrowed Amazon equity sellers receive through FBA is a massive

advantage that cannot be overstated.
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Here is a comparision of the three programs

*The customer service elements related to product issues remain with the seller.
 
The Buy Box for FBM and SFP needs to be earned (more on buy box below)

fulfilment programs
compared

Costs of making sure the Product meets the Amazon FBA Warehouse
requirements
Shipping costs to the FBA warehouse 

Cost is the big factor that impacts the decision to use FBA. 
Any decision on costs needs to be balanced against the benefits and internal
capablity of your business to manage the picking, packing and shipping
activity at scale.
 
Additional hidden costs associated with FBA are:

 
Unfortunately, Amazon specifies the warehouse location where they want the
Products delivered which can mean extra shipping costs e.g. if you are located in
Sydney and have to send your Product to FBA Melbourne in Dandenong South
you will incur extra shipping costs.
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Before you attempt to list your Product you will need to have a UPC/EAN Barcode.
Amazon generally requires GS1 registered barcodes. Barcodes from other sources can
sometimes cause issues through the listing process. 
Tip: Get a draft listing done early as it will flag any potential issues (you can load it with zero inventory
or list as FBA.)
 

Adding a Product
From the Manage Inventory Tab Select Add a Product and you will be stepped
through the process of adding a product

adding a product onto
seller central

 Barcode Number or ASIN if your Product is already listed*
 Product Name/Title
 Manufacturer and Brand Name
 Price and Condition e.g. New or Used
 Image

Minimum Listing Requirements
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There may also be some product compliance questions depending on the
product/category.
 
*If you are a manufacturer/wholesaler you may find your product is already listed
on Amazon by one or more of your Retailers.
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For new products, you need to select a Product Category. There are
currently 24 primary product categories however this changes periodically.
 
Note: Amazon will move your Product to a different category if they believe
it is a more appropriate Category.
 
See example for a cricket bat below.
 

adding a product onto
seller central continued
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require pre-approval from Amazon before listing (for example
childrens floation devices)

require you to provide additional information and/or a
supplemental guarantee before listing in those categories

only new products can be sold for example Beauty Products or
Jewelry

Amazon has restrictions (gating) on some products and some
product categories:
 

 

 

 
Amazon can also review listings at any point and seek additonal
information. Generally they will suspend your listing until the
issue is resolved. 
 
For example: A safety issue with a similar product in their global
network may requires confirmation from an approriate testing
agency to ensure the product meets Australian Safety Law and/or
Amazon Guidelines. 
 
Category Guideliens can be review via this link

gating and category
guidelines
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 Researching the keywords associated with your Product that your target
customer is going to use to search on Amazon. These may long-tail keywords. 
Using the components of your listing to ensure your keywords are prominent
enough to be returned as part of the Search (Amazon SEO). 
 Striking a balance between keyword density and flow of the copy to drive
sales conversions.

The key to success on Amazon is to have a listing that is optimised for search
and converts to sales.
 
The three important steps required in this process are:
 

1.

2.

3.

optimising your listing

Titles       
Bullet Points      
Product Description       
Search Terms (hidden from customer
view)

Listing Components for search:

Images (Professional images provide customers with a level of
confidence in the quality of a product that they cannot touch or feel)
Reviews (social proof is a significant element in helping validate a
customer’s decision on all eCommerce sites, early negative reviews
have the potential to destroy a listing)
Price (competitive but doesn't have to be the cheapest)

Once you have landed your Product in front of a customer, you need to
ensure it converts to sales.
The main components of sales conversion are:

Note that one of Amazon’s key metrics is sales conversion*. Listings
that convert to actual sales will rank well.
 
*Sales conversion is your total orders (minus returns) divided by the total page views
that the products that you have listed have received. This metric tells you
what percentage of customers who look for your items on Amazon order a product
from you. Sales conversion is weighted by page views, items with high estimated
sales potential will count more.
 
We have a recent article that covers optimising your listing more
extensively. The article can be found via the following link: Tips and
Ideas to Improve Your Product Listing and Grow Sales
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amazon brand

registry

 Enhanced content to help differentiate
your product listing including adding
video in the Product description
 Greater prominence for your brand
 Ability to create a unique storefront
 Additional advertising options
including sponsored brands (covered in
more detail below)
 LIsting is protected from changes by
other sellers
 Reduce the chance of counterfeit
products appearing on your listing and
improves your ability to address
counterfeit products or unauthorised
sellers

The brand registry is exclusively for
registered brands who have a trademark
via IP Australia
 
Registering your brand on Amazon
provides the following advantages:
 

Sponsored Brand (only available if you
are brand registered)
Sponsored Product

Top Of Page 1
Product Pages
Rest of Search

The majority of Amazon advertising
operates on a PPC (Pay per Click) basis.
This means you only pay when someone
clicks on your advertisement.
 
You bid for keywords, not unlike google
ads and have the ability to select Broad,
Phase or Exact matches and negative
keywords.
 
Automatic adverts are also an option,
Amazon determines the keywords.
Automatic ads can play an useful roll in
helping identify keywords that you may
not have considered or discovered in
your listing research.
 
The main ad types are:

 
Sponsored Product Ads can appear in
several different areas on the Amazon
site: 

advertising

options

Some examples of adveriting placement sare provided in the following page.
 
Next time you are looking at an Amazon Page take note of the number of Ads,
you will observse significant portion of paid product listings. 
 
A well designed ad campaign can drive additional sales and help maintain your
sales velocity and product rank which also drives organic sales opportunities.
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Sponsored Brand

advertisement placement

examples

Sponsored Product -
Top of Page 1

Sponsored Product - Product Pages

Sponsored Product -
Rest of Search
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Notice there are 3 Sellers. The Perfect Gift Online has won the buy
box and will get the majority of the sales as very few customers will
ever explore the other options.

FBA vs FBM
Price
Customer Service Metrics
Seller Feedback rating

Winning the Buy Box
This is big deal, it means you will get more sales simple due to the
ease of the transaction. 
 
Buyer psychology also comes into play where the Buy Box
winning product is more trusted as it will be associated with
Amazon’s rating to achieve the winning position.
 
You cannot run Sponsored Product Advertisements unless they
have the buy box.
 
The main factors around winning the buy box are:
 

The “Buy Box” is a section on the right side of an Amazon product detail page
where customers can add a product to their cart or make an instant purchase.

what is the buy box and
why is it important
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1st Shippment
Sending your first shipment to an Amazon warehouse can be daunting. 
The process is very efficient once you have been through it a few times.
Most of the initial challenges for sellers relate to the product and shipping
labels.
 
We recommend sending small quantities for your 1st shipments to ensure
that any issues are identified and resolved without high rectification costs
being incurred and even more important to validate sales volumes so you
can optimise stock quantities in the FBA Warehouse.
 
 

Amazon Ready Inventory Preparation
Amazon has specific requirements to ensure your Product has the best
chance of getting to the final customer in good condition (eCommerce
Ready). 
The flow of a product from the manufacturer to the final customer
involves many more steps than a usual Manufacturer to Retailer Process.

getting your stock into an
amazon warehouse 

This illustration shows the steps from a manufacturer warehouse to a customer home
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Flat on the base
Flat on the top
Flat on the longest side  
Flat on the shortest side
On a corner 

Polybagging/Bubble Wrapping and Sealing Bags
Preparation requirements vary by Product with Poly Bagging/Bubble-wrapping
required for the protection of some items or Amazon staff handling the product, e.g.
glass and sharp items need to be bubble-wrapped.
Polybags are required for loose items and they need to have suffocation warning
labels.
 

Drop Test
Make sure that your packaged units can pass a 3-foot (91.5 cm) drop test onto a hard
surface without breaking. A drop test consists of five drops:

 

Product Labels
For most products going into the Amazon Warehouse, Amazon requires the product
to have a unique Amazon barcode known as an FNSKU. All other barcodes on the
product are required to be fully covered.
Why add a standard GS1 barcode and then cover it with an FNSKU Amazon barcode
you may ask? If products are exclusively for Amazon, you can print the FNSKU
barcode directly onto the packaging and avoid this step.
 
Tip: For some products, you can use your standard barcode. It is not recommended
as your stock will be comingled with other sellers. If there are issues with counterfeit 
products/damaged products from another seller you won’t be able to determine
whose product is causing the issue.
 

Shipping Labels
These are labels for each carton containing your products and identify to Amazon
what Product is inside. When preparing your shipment, you have two options: 
 
Case-packed products - Select Case-packed products, if your shipment consists of
cases that contain identical items with matching SKUs in the same condition. Each
case must have the same number of items.
 
Individual Product - Select Individual products, if your shipment consists of
individual items with different SKUs and in different conditions (new or used)

product preparation and
labels
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“If there’s one reason we have done better than of our peers in the
Internet space over the last six years, it is because we have focused like
a laser on customer experience, and that really does matter, I think, in
any business. It certainly matters online, where word-of-mouth is so

very, very powerful.”

 
With Amazon Australia still an emerging marketplace. 

You have the opportunity to establish your position before
the marketplace becomes increasingly competitive and

crowded.  
While taking full advantage of Amazon's capacity to deliver

customers who are looking to buy. 

Jeff Bezos
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services available
Evaluating potential sales volume and profitability including
building a clear picture of associated costs before listing a
product on Amazon

Listing your products on Amazon

Getting your products to rank on Amazon’s through listing
optimisation

Developing and optimising product pages – photos,
descriptions, keywords etc

Implementing strategies to improve sales conversion rates on
Amazon

Driving external traffic to your Products on Amazon without
damaging your ranking

Developing a review strategy for your product

Creating paid search ads on Amazon that deliver positive
returns

Training and support on Fulfilled By Amazon (FBA) including
shipping, product labelling and managing inventory and
reporting

Selling products internationally on other Amazon marketplaces

Pricing advice

Support developing a plan to manage potential channel conflict
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about us
At Clover Global Pty Ltd, we understand that selling
successfully via online platforms is not always easy. 
 
As a family business and online sellers ourselves, we
have the skills, experience and up to date
knowledge to help you get online or grow online and
make a positive financial return. 
 
Our background in finance and accounting (we do try
to forget the dark past!) means we are very focused
on your bottom line. We are practical and flexible in
our approach with a unique charging model that only
rewards us for successful client outcomes.
 
We are not a digital marketing agency or web design
company so we won't be looking to consistently
upsell/cross-sell other services, unlike others. Our sole
focus is on your eCommerce success.  
 
We believe that we should only get paid based on our
results. Beyond the initial account set-up costs, our
preferred charging method is a commission-based,
with fees based on the increase in sales we create
eleminating risk for our customers.
 
We are ready to help you grow your business and
sales. Check out our eCommerce Services and see
how we can help you today.
 
 



Suite 605, 585 Little Collins

Street

Melbourne, Australia

+61 3 9511 4407

www.cloverglobal.net

ops@cloverglobal.net

Clover Global
Amazon Consulting

Helping businesses grow and thrive online 

http://www.clovergloabl.net/
http://cloverglobal.net/

